Prologue

The Warning

O

n one level this book is a cold-case investigation
into the 1964 murder of Dr. Mary Sherman in New
Orleans — a murder which remains unsolved and is
remembered as one of the most mysterious ever committed in a city that has known so much mystery and so many
murders. But there is more to this story than murder and
mystery.
Understanding the death of this one woman unravels
much of our nation’s secret history. It illuminates the darkness. It connects great medical disasters of our time to important political events of the day. It unveils the contamination of hundreds of millions of doses of the polio vaccine
with dozens of monkey viruses. It spotlights the epidemic of
soft tissue cancers that swept our country. And it exposes
dangerous secret experiments which used radiation to mutate cancer-causing monkey viruses. It connects leaders of
American medicine to the accused assassin of the President
of the United States. This one murder helps us understand
why we have been lied to with such conviction for so many
years — and why those lies are likely to continue.
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But this is not a murder mystery: fascinating perhaps, but
hardly entertainment. For me, writing this book was difficult,
stressful and dangerous. What began as an investigation into
this single murder morphed into consideration of epidemics
which killed millions of people and which cost billions of dollars. It became an investigation into an underground medical
laboratory that was accidentally discovered during an investigation into the JFK assassination — a laboratory which secretly irradiated cancer-causing monkey viruses to develop a
biological weapon.
This story seems to have followed me throughout my
life, and its recurring pattern is eerie indeed. Had I realized
its importance, I would have paid closer attention. What I
do remember are fragments that I pieced together later in
life: a name here, an incident there, pieces of a puzzle often
separated by years of unrelated distractions. I even remember sitting on Mary Sherman’s lap once as a child. She and
my father worked together at Tulane Medical School in New
Orleans. They had taken a British doctor out to dinner and
then to our family’s home for an after-dinner drink.
When she died in the summer of 1964, I saw my father
cry for the first time. As a Navy doctor during World War II,
my father had seen more than his share of burned and broken bodies. Someone (I don’t know who) had asked him to go
to the morgue to look at Mary Sherman’s body to get a second opinion on her unusual death. He came home from the
morgue that day, fixed himself a drink, sat down in his chair,
and cried silently. I wondered what was wrong. My mother
told me that a woman he knew from the office had died. It
was only later that I learned it was Mary Sherman.
Seeing my father cry was memorable for me — a once in
a lifetime experience. Having spent his career amputating
limbs and standing in an Emergency Room making life-ordeath decisions about people pulled from mangled vehicles,
he was not prone to show much emotion. I mention this
incident here because it is important to our story. It is how
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I learned about the evidence that unraveled the mystery of
Mary Sherman’s murder. My father told my mother, and my
mother later told me: Mary Sherman’s right arm was missing.
This key fact in the case was never told to the press. Why
not? Can you imagine the O.J. Simpson trial without “the
glove”? Why was the press not told the most obvious fact
in this case? Who was trying to protect whom? Were there
powerful forces controlling the story from the beginning? If
so, what did they not want us to know? And why did they not
want us to know it?
That same summer, I overheard my father complain bitterly when he learned about certain activities going on at the
U.S. Public Health Service Hospital. His anger and frustration seemed out of character for this deep-keeled man. I remember his words: “We fought wars to keep people from doing things like this.”

In the summer of 1964 my father learned something about
what had been going on at the USPHS hospital. I do not recall if this was before or after Mary Sherman’s death, but it
was around that time. He was particularly insulted by the
idea that it was taking place on the grounds of the U.S. Public
Health Service Hospital, a facility that was supposed to protect the American public from deadly diseases.
When he vented his frustration to my mother, she reminded him that there was probably nothing he could do about it
“at this point.” His response: “It just that I gave up so much to
keep stuff like this from happening.” I have always understood
this comment to be about leaving the Navy and ending his admiral-track career. Despite this high price, he remained dedicated to the idea of medical ethics, a commitment he acquired
from his father — a bio-chemist, veterinarian, and medical
doctor who helped develop the first anthrax vaccine. Thus he
was not only not a part of these secret radiation experiments,
but was also disturbed to learn about them.
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In the late 1960s, I heard about Mary Sherman’s connection to an underground medical laboratory run by a suspect
in the murder of President Kennedy. I was told they were using monkey viruses to create cancer. The possibility of this
being used as a biological weapon was clear. The dark specter of unleashing a designer virus on the world haunted me.
I even offered a sarcastic comment at the time: “The good
news is if there’s a bizarre global epidemic involving cancer
and a monkey virus thirty years from now, at least we’ll know
where it came from.”

In 1971, during what might be described as a deathbed conversation, I confronted my father about Mary Sherman. He
was getting ready to go to the hospital. For the first time in his
life, he was going as a patient. His cancerous lung was scheduled to be surgically removed in the morning. We both knew
that, due to his fragile health, he would probably not survive
the surgery. We discussed it. We both realized that this would
probably be the last conversation we would ever have with
each other. He stoically gave me instructions about caring for
my mother. I listened and pondered the strength of this quiet
man who had seen so much death in his professional life. I
studied the courage with which he faced his own.
When he finished, I acknowledged his requests and confirmed my willingness to carry out his instructions. Then I
said that I had a few questions of my own. Questions that
I would never be able to ask him again. Questions that I
thought were important for him to answer, so that the truth
would not die with him. I asked him to tell me about Mary
Sherman and about all that spooky stuff that was going on
at the U.S. Public Health Service Hospital. “Wasn’t she some
kind of cancer expert?” I ventured.
He shook his head slowly from side to side, to let me
know that he would not tell me.
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I persisted. I wanted to know why he would not tell me.
Solemnly he said, “There might be repercussions. I have to
think about the family first. I have to protect them.”
“What if I figure it out myself?” I challenged.
“I’m hardly in a position to stop you,” he said with the casual resignation of a man who never expected to see another
football game. Then he collected his thoughts and, in a grave
voice, he gave me this warning: “Ed, I need you to listen to me
carefully. I will not be able to say this to you again. If you do
figure out what happened down there and decide to tell the
world what you found, I need you to realize that you will be
crossing swords with the most powerful people in our country. And you should think twice before crossing them.”

The 1980s ushered in the epidemics that I had feared in
the 1960s. The mainstream scientific community stated that
AIDS was caused by the unexplained mutation of a monkey
virus. They estimated the date of the mutation to be around
1960. The logical question (who had been mutating monkey
viruses around 1960) was not even asked in the press. And,
yes, I was concerned about what I had heard in New Orleans.
It all sounded so similar. Could there be a connection? And if
there was, was there any point in speaking up about it? Trade
places with me for a moment: If you were in my shoes, would
you have?
I went to medical libraries and read scientific articles
hoping to find facts that would make my fears unfounded. I
was anxious to find a flaw in my own argument, which would
enable me to walk away from a project that was starting to
consume all of my free time. I did not find the flaw, but I did
find something else.
As I poured over the official cancer statistics from the
National Cancer Institute, I saw the dimensions of the massive epidemic of soft-tissue cancers that had swept our country. An epidemic that had been all but ignored by our watchdog press. An epidemic that could reasonably be explained
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by the cancer-causing monkey viruses that had contaminated the polio vaccine of my youth. Whatever I felt my options
were prior to that moment, they suddenly narrowed.
I also noticed that names connected to the polio vaccine
were names connected to Mary Sherman and to the investigation of the JFK assassination. I began to suspect that these
secrets were somehow intertwined. A web of secrecy surrounding our national health. Interlocking secrets that protected each other. Secrets which presented serious accountability problems for the people in power. I remembered the
warning my father had given me. I could see how unwelcome
this news would be in many circles.

In the 1990s I found documentation and witnesses to
support much of what I had heard as a child. My fears were
now based in facts. I met highly-credentialed scientists who
understood both the history and the science behind these
events clearly, and they took my concerns seriously. Some
quietly helped me find people who knew things that I needed
to know. They helped me connect the dots.
Finally, I found evidence of the radioactive machine used
to mutate the monkey viruses. I now had motive, opportunity and what detectives call propinquity (right people, right
place, right time). I decided it was time to speak out — even if
I did not have all the information in hand at the moment.
In July 1995 I self-published my story as Mary, Ferrie
& the Monkey Virus: The Story of an Underground Medical
Laboratory. I could only afford to print 1,000 copies, but I
hoped that getting the story out might attract a publisher.
After the first thousand books were gone, I could not afford a
reprint. Still without a publisher, I switched tactics and started photocopying comb-bound manuscripts in batches of ten.
This new technique enabled me to update the book with new
information as I found it and kept me in print for years. A
handful of orders trickled in each week. By the end of 1999, a
second thousand books had been shipped. With copies in all
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fifty states and five foreign countries, I felt that “the cat” was
now “out of the bag,” and I could finally go back to my advertising career and try to make a living — which I did in 2000.
It was at this exquisitely inconvenient moment that 60
Minutes, the CBS News TV show, contacted me. They were
investigating a woman who said that she had been in the underground medical laboratory that I had written about in
my book. That she knew Mary Sherman. That she had been
trained to handle cancer-causing viruses. That she had been
part of the effort to develop a biological weapon. That she
knew Lee Harvey Oswald. Would I meet with them for an
off-camera interview? I accepted.
By the time 60 Minutes interviewed me in November
2000, they had already interviewed their witness for hours.
They got additional input from other researchers and journalists. Finally, they decided not to air her story.
Three years later, in November 2003, the History Channel
aired a story about this same underground medical laboratory. It mentioned Dr. Mary Sherman, David Ferrie, and Lee
Oswald, but not my book. The episode, featuring a young
woman who had handled the cancer-causing monkey viruses
for the secret project, was part of their series The Men Who
Killed Kennedy. A week later the History Channel reversed
course. The episode was withdrawn from circulation, and
has not been aired again.

Our story comes from a fermenting mash of science,
secrecy, patriotism, power, paranoia and extremism. It is
not a pretty picture. It involves death, disease, covert wars,
and the quiet hand of power. In our path sit innocent people
whom I am sure would prefer not to be involved. I apologize
to them in advance. Then there are others who claim to have
forgotten everything they know about this matter or who
know but refuse to talk. To them I offer no apology.
This story casts a shadow that is so dark and so long that
I have chosen to tell it simply. Some have said that it has the
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nightmarish quality of an anxiety dream. I prefer to see it in a
different light. It is, as songwriter Jackson Browne once said,
“the fitful dream of some greater awakening.” We are just beginning to wake up to the responsibilities of being a free society. It is much more complicated than dropping bombs on an
obvious enemy. It is time we began to question what the people of power did with the trust and money we gave them.
I doubt we will ever hear the Surgeon General stand up at
a press conference and acknowledge this operation. This one
still possesses serious accountability problems for those who
hold positions of power. Further, it comes from the land of
unvouchered expenditures, where the trails of accountability
were obscured by professionals decades ago.
There are reasons for such secrecy. Powerful reasons.
Reasons capable of destroying careers and toppling governments. A full exposure here would threaten the treasure of
our nation’s wealthiest corporations, the reputations of some
of the powerful political figures of the day, and the precious
confidence we give our national institutions. While we can
understand why they kept these matters secret, we have a
different goal.
Our task is to unmask these secrets because they were
hidden from us for reasons. Powerful reasons. Reasons that
affect decisions being made today. Reasons that involve politics and medicine. Reasons that affect our health and ultimately our freedom.
To investigate such secrecy is a formidable task. We tread
lightly for we walk upon tender ground, over the bones of
children, through sour rooms of tumor-bearing mice, and
into the blood-stained bedroom of one of our nation’s most
respected cancer researchers. It is here we search for knowledge that was not meant to be known. We will use published
sources and official records as best we can. At times we examine these more closely and in greater detail than anyone
before us. But we must be prepared to look beyond the official paper trail and to use less certain methods to find our
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way. Methods like oral history, personal testimony, feeble
press accounts, censored government documents, and our
own capable and curious intellects.
Complicating our task further is the catastrophic flood
of 2005 that followed Hurricane Katrina. Irreplaceable documents (like the crime-scene photos) and precious physical evidence (like the blood-soaked gloves found in Mary
Sherman’s apartment, which could still yield DNA or other
clues) may have been lost forever when the waters of Lake
Pontchartrain engulfed the city of New Orleans. Yet we can
proceed with what we do know. As you will see, plenty of evidence had been collected previously.
You will find this book as much of a personal odyssey as
a journalistic work. But that’s what happens when you investigate a murder only to discover an epidemic. Either way
the destination is the same. I will tell you why I am deeply
suspicious of certain activities that occurred in New Orleans
in the 1960s, and why you should be too. We will begin with
what I personally saw and heard over the years. To that we
add years of research. Then we get questions. Fair and honorable questions. Questions which deserve answers. Questions
which have their own purpose, their own energy, even their
own dignity. Questions which will eventually help us coax
this Orwellian monster out of its swamp of secrecy.

Edward T. Haslam, Spring 2007
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New Orleans
two days after Katrina
Flooded areas are dark

(Compare photo page 72)
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